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Control Daring Fitness Insight Presence Reason 

Disciplines 
Command Conn Security Engineering Science Medicine 

Focuses: 

Values:
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	Designed By: Claude Renaud
	Image2_af_image: 
	NPC Type: [(Notable NPC)]
	Text2: Zosaa
	Command: 5
	Conn: --
	Security: 4
	Engineering: --
	Science: --
	Medicine: --
	Control: 10
	Daring: 9
	Fitness: 8
	Insight: 8
	Presence: 6
	Reason: 4
	Resistance: 3
	Stress: 12
	Focuses: Melee (Bite, Claw, Quills), Endurance, Stealth.
	backstory: This aggressive creature exhibits the behavior of both predator & scavenger though seeming to favor the former. They are indiscriminate killers who relish both the hunt & the kill but are more than willing to feed off the work of another. Often they will chase or kill another creature to get at his meal. To it the entire planet is its territory & everyone else should leave. 
	Values: 
	0: I am fearless and will win any confrontation.

	SpecialRules: Climb: Its claws allow it to scale even the most vertical of surfaces without slowing it.Run: It is fast for a creature of its size and is able to easily run down most of its foes.Quill Burst: Once per fight it can throw its quills out in a burst. Any creature within 15 feet can be hit by 1d6 quills each. Paralytic poison coats each quill,  it is instantaneous but lasts for only 1d3 combat turns. Additional Information: It is an implacable foe who can only be defeated through its death. They will never back down from a fight & seem not to know how to retreat. Instead they throw themselves headlong into an enemy until one or the other goes down. It will give no quarter & it is best not to grant it any.
	Dice1: 6
	Dice2: 7
	Dice4: 0
	Dice3: 1
	CD1: A
	CD2: A
	CD3: A
	CD4: A
	Weap2: Claw ( Melee, Vicious 1, Piercing 3)
	Weap3: Quill Burst (Melee, 1d6 Quills, Vicious 1, Piercing 1, Paralytic)
	Weap4: 
	Weap1: Bite (Melee, Vicious 1, Piercing 1)
	Traits: Zosaa, Aggressive.


